How to reach the Collegio Carlo Alberto

From Sandro Pertini Airport (Torino-Caselle) by bus: 1 h 5 minutes


When you arrive at Arrivals level in the Airport you will find the bus stop of SADEM
Company immediately at the exit on the right . You can buy the tickets in the bar near
the bus stop for 6,50 €, or on board for 7,50 €. You get off at Porta Susa bus stop (45
minutes).



At Porta Susa you will take the bus number 56 at the bus stop XVIII DICEMBRE
(direction TABACCHI), in Piazza XVIII Dicembre. You can buy the ticket in the Porta
Susa station or in every Bar Tabacchi for 1,50 €. After 1 stop you get off at the bus stop
SICCARDI. The Collegio Carlo Alberto is 5 minutes by walking.
Alternatively you can take a 15 minutes walk directly from Porta Susa train station to
Collegio Carlo Alberto.

From Porta Susa train station: 15 minutes


At Porta Susa you will take the bus number 56 at the bus stop XVIII DICEMBRE
(direction TABACCHI), in Piazza XVIII Dicembre. You can buy the ticket in the Porta
Susa station or in every Bar tabacchi for 1,50 €. After 1 stop you get off at the bus stop
SICCARDI. The Collegio Carlo Alberto is 5 minutes by walking.
Alternatively you can take a 15 minutes walk directly from Porta Susa train station to
Collegio Carlo Alberto.

From Porta Nuova train station: 25 minutes


At Porta Nuova station you will take the bus number 67 at the bus stop called PORTA
NUOVA (direction ARBARELLO) situated in Corso Vittorio Emanuele (you can buy the
ticket in the Porta Nuova station or in every Bar Tabacchi for 1,50 €). After 5 stops you
get off at the bus stop ARBARELLO. The Collegio Carlo Alberto is 2 minutes by walking.

By bike


Torino offers a bike-sharing service (TOBIKE). Here you find all relevant information.
http://www.tobike.it/frmAbbonati.aspx

